
 

 

1) For each repository, the 
Stratum 0 master key signs 
�cvmfswhitelist, including 
expiration time in 30 days 
and fingerprints of repo-
sitory keys. 

2) Repository server private 
key signs �cvmfspublished, 
including secure hash of 
catalog and of public key, 
and distributes files named 
by secure hashes of their 
contents. 

3) Files are transported through 
web server, Stratum 1s and 
squids but they have no 
impact on security. 
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4) Clients verify signature on �cvmfswhitelist with Stratum 0 

public key (which is installed by rpm), fingerprint of 
repository public key, signature on �cvmfspublished, and 
hashes on catalogs and files.  They also verify that 
repository version number and timestamp (which are also 
in �cvmfspublished) only move forward, to prevent replay 
attacks. 

5) Clients support blacklist file in case of repository key 
compromise, which lists fingerprints to reject.   
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1) When a client connects to a new server, it requests the 
X.509 certificate for that server, confirms the 
certificate is valid based on its CA certs and CRLs, 
and confirms that the server name matches a name in 
the certificate. 

2) Server appends signature to every response, covering 
the contents of URL plus the response data, using its 
X.509 key. 

3) Responses are passed through squids which do not 
impact security. 

4) Clients confirm that the signatures correspond to the 
server’s certificate. 

 
 
Frontier servers cannot predict requests so they cannot 
pre-calculate hashes and signatures like CVMFS can.  
Frontier’s authenticity & integrity-checking mechanism 
is simpler than CVMFS’s mechanism, but it is less 
efficient.  Caching makes it efficient enough, however. 


